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Zoning for Solar Energy
Getting Communities Up to Speed
By Brian Kehoe, Planner

Photovoltaic (“PV”) technology produces electricity from solar radiation. Initially developed
decades ago, the use of this technology had increased slowly over time, but in the past
couple of years has jumped dramatically. Lower material and installation costs, anticipated
electricity rate instability, and generous government subsidies are leading many property
owners to “go solar.” Between 2011 and 2014, the deployment of solar power in New York
State grew more than 300 percent, twice the national rate.

Is Your Community Solar Ready?
Although federal and state policies
encourage development of renewable
energy, in New York State the towns,
villages and cities control land use
processes that determine the location and
types of solar energy systems (“SES”)
allowed within their boundaries. Current
local regulations may unwittingly
discourage development of solar energy
even when a community is supportive. If
your community wants to encourage
solar, does the local review and approval
process support development of solar
energy systems (SES)? Is your municipal
zoning code solar ready? If your answer is
“no” or “I don’t know” then read on, you
are not alone!

This newsletter is basic guidance for
local officials in responding to the swift
pace of change in solar generation. It
follows up to our Planning Federation’s
recent Zoning for Solar Energy training
where staff from Pace University’s Land
Use Law Center discussed how
communities can remove land use
barriers and encourage the use of solar
energy through effective regulation.
Interest in the topic is high; over 80
people attended. The Department of
Planning and Development has also
seen a significant increase in
GML 239 referrals and requests for
technical assistance related to solar
energy regulation.

Allowing Solar Installations in Your Community
The recent upsurge in photovoltaics is contributing to wholesale shifts in energy generation
and distribution. Community members will look for officials to create an environment
where solar can be developed but with appropriate protection from impacts. Updating local
regulations is a multi-step process that includes fundamentals like potential revisions to
the comprehensive plan and zoning code.

Definitions Matter
In order to effectively regulate solar, communities must thoughtfully describe the systems
that the community wishes to permit. There are four “factors” that can be incorporated
into these definitions:

Factor 1 - System Type
The most common factor reflected in code
definitions is system type. Types include:
1. Roof- or building-mounted,
2. Ground-mounted,
3. Building integrated.
Factor 2 - Energy Usage
Solar PV systems produce electrical energy
that can be used:
1. Onsite, with some net metering,
2. Offsite, or
3. Both onsite and offsite.
Systems that serve onsite uses are generally
smaller and sited on residential or small
commercial properties as accessory uses.
Systems that solely serve offsite uses are
utility-scale solar farms sited on large
parcels as the principal use.

Ground-mounted system.
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Factor 3 - Bulk and Area
Zoning may define SES according to their
physical size using measurements similar to
those found in the zoning ordinance bulk and
area table. System size is typically
delineated by a minimum/maximium
footprint or disturbance zone as measured in
acres, square feet, percent lot coverage, or
percent of the primary structure’s footprint.
Factor 4 - Energy Capacity
Municipalities may define an SES based on
energy capacity because the physical size of
an SES generally increases as kW production
increases. A shortcoming of this approach is
that panel efficiencies improve over time so
kW output will not necessarily correlate with
system size and land use impacts in the
future.

Roof-mounted residential system.
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Definitions in some zoning codes contain just
one factor while others consider more than
one factor.

Zoning Districts, Use Types and
Development Standards
Well-crafted solar regulations will provide
enough flexibility to accommodate demand
for solar energy while protecting the
community from impacts. After carefully
defining permissible SES types,
municipalities typically allow them in
residential, agricultural, commercial,
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Building-integrated system.
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industrial and mixed-use districts based on their impact upon surrounding properties.
Because of their nature and varying impacts, SES are then permissible as one the
following:
1. Principal Use – Usually only one principal use is allowed on a site. Large scale solar
farms with the greatest impacts are usually considered a principal use;
2. Accessory Use – These exist on the same lot as the principal use and are subordinate,
incidental to, and customarily found in connection with the principal use. Accessory SES
are small scale, roof- or ground-mounted, and designed to supply energy for a principal
use on a residential, commercial or mixed use parcel;
3. Secondary Use – A secondary use SES provides energy mostly for onsite uses but
sends some offsite. For example, a medium-scale system sited on a commercial or
agricultural parcel might be a secondary use if it provides solar energy for the onsite,
principal use while transferring a significant amount of energy offsite to generate
additional revenue;
4. Special Use – A principal use that is allowed but conditioned upon compliance with
specific requirements that limit negative impacts.
A thorough review of bulk and area charts is important to determine whether they will
create barriers to these systems. Pay particular attention to height limits, setbacks and
screening requirements.
Additionally, some municipalities may develop specific standards that mitigate land use
impacts of SES. These standards can address factors including solar panel tilt or angle (for
small scale systems), screening and equipment placement within the building envelope,
and decommissioning and site restoration (for large scale systems).

Review and Approval by Local Boards
Zoning codes generally require more intense review of SES as impacts associated with
specified types increase. Smaller systems with few or no land use impacts (roof mounted,
building integrated solar) may be exempted from review or enjoy a streamlined
administrative review process with fewer standards. Larger systems often must complete a
more rigorous, time consuming, and intense review process.
Planning Board: Most communities will choose to require site plan review by the planning
board for large systems. Local municipalities can explore the option of major or minor site
plan review. The former imposes more review and a public hearing for SES with significant
potential impact, and the latter offers a streamlined review option for SES with lesser
impacts.
SEQR: Communities can choose from several methods to “right size” the intensity of
environmental review for each SES type. For example, to address a level of uncertainty in
SEQR law as to whether small scale accessory SES fall within the states list of Type II
(“exempt”) actions, local communities are empowered to create local Type II lists to which
low impact SES types can be added.
Zoning Board of Appeals: If a ZBA has received more than a few variance requests for
SES then the local regulations are not flexible enough and should be revised.
Other boards: The review process conducted by historic and architectural boards should
prevent conflict and streamline the process for SES with negligible impacts.
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Unified Solar Permit
Property owners proposing an SES of any type or size must acquire a building permit.
Requirements for permits vary widely throughout Dutchess County. NYS has
developed a voluntary Unified Solar Permit that expedites the solar permitting
process. The NYS permit is a recommended procedure that local building department
staff can follow. It does not impact home rule.

Dutchess County Supports Solar Energy
County Executive Molinaro identified solar energy as one of the County’s top priorities
in his 2015 State of the County address. The Public Works Department is completing
a 2.4 megawatt system at the Dutchess County Airport, which will significantly offset
energy usage at County facilities. Planning & Development staff are supporting the
Solarize Dutchess program. The Legislature recently authorized the County’s
engagement with the Energize NY which provides commercial and non-profit property
owners with capital for clean energy upgrades.
Communities desiring guidance on revising review/approval processes for solar
energy should contact Planning Department staff at 845-486-3600.

More Information
Zoning for Solar Energy: Resource Guide
NY-Sun Initiative
US Department of Energy Sunshot Initiative
Planning for Solar Energy (Free publication by American Planning Association)
Unified Solar Permit (NYS resource, voluntary)
Solarize Dutchess / Solarize Hudson Valley

Click here to view past issues of Plan On It.
This newsletter was developed by the Dutchess County Department of Planning and Development, in
conjunction with the Dutchess County Planning Federation.
To be removed from our mailing list, send an “UNSUBSCRIBE” email to
DCPlanningFederation@dutchessny.gov. Please include your name and email address in the message.
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